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Spur Gear Mark 

 
 

Description 
Spur gears are located in several locations throughout the transport 
assembly. They help keep the media flat to avoid jamming during 
printing as well as ensure the media receives the ink correctly. 

 

Causes 
As media passes through the transport assembly, these gears come 
into contact with the surface of the label material. 

 

Possible Solutions 
Clean the spur gears. 
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Background Pattern 

 

 
Description 

Often called “Keep Alive Dots”, this ink is sprayed in the background 
to prevent nozzles from clogging when not in constant use. 
 

 

 

Cause 
As media passes through the transport assembly, nozzles that are 
not firing based on the position and the label content being printed 
will fire the smallest amount of ink possible based on a built-in 
algorithm.  

 

 

Possible Solutions 
Not Applicable; Not an issue
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Printhead Not in Correct Position 

 

Description 
Printed output does not resemble specified label content, but rather 
abstract patterns of ink with varying ink dispersion. 

 

 

Cause 
The print module is obstructed and did not fully lower into a printing 
position. The distance between the media and the printheads will 
produce abstract printed output. 

 

 

Possible Solutions 
Remove plastic cover and check the Print Module to ensure 
everything is seated correctly; Reseat Printheads. 
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Media Contacting Printheads 

 

 

Description 
Streaks of CMYK appear down-web, bleeding at various points, 
indicating a smearing. 

 

Cause 
Media is physically coming into contact with the printhead surfaces 
as it passes through the transport assembly. 

 

Possible Solutions 
Reload the media, ensuring it is perfectly centered and the media 
guides are not causing wrinkling. 
Inspect the roll of media for defects. 
Remove the plastic top cover and inspect the print module and 
printhead unit for defects. 
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Poor Print Quality 

 

 
 

 

Description 
Chattery look across the web; bars of low to very low color tones 
overall. 

 

Cause 
Using unapproved media type or using wrong media profile. 

 

Possible Solutions 
Use approved media or the correct media profile. 
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Poor Print Quality 
 

 
 
 
 

Description 
Mottled look across the printable web. Ink unable to be absorbed 
further; may exhibit signs of crackling across the top of the media. 

 

  
Cause 

Using unapproved media type or using wrong media profile. 
 

 
Possible Solutions 

Use approved media or the correct media profile. 
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Media Surface Contamination 
 

 
 

Description 
Fingerprints or other marks related to handling the media before 
printing are visible after the label has been printed. 
 

Cause 
Contaminants on the label surface can cause undesirable defects or 
anomalies because it interferes with the absorption of ink into the 
media. 
 

Possible Solutions 
Handle the media with care. 
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Scuffing of Surface Material 

 

 
 

Description 
Light reflecting off the surface of the printed labels highlights the various 
scuff marks, scratches, dull and/or mottled area of the label material. 

Cause 
Inherent flaws in the surface of a media can become more visible after 
printing solid color fills. 
 

Possible Solutions 
Try using a rewinder with a dancer-arm, as this helps ensure the media is as 
flat and moves as smoothly as possible. 
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Dead Nozzle 

 

 
 

Description 
A very thin vertical line in the printed output appears in the print direction, but is only 
lighter overall than it is supposed to be, not completely absent of color. 

Cause 
A nozzle is no longer functioning in the printhead; which is fundamentally different from 
a nozzle that could work but isn’t. This typically will only occur in printheads being used 
beyond their life expectancy.  
 

Possible Solutions 
Running a Printhead cleaning routine from the maintenance utility will attempt to 
resolve the clog, if that is possibly the real root cause. 
Running a missing nozzle adjustment routine in Maintenance utility and making an 
adjustment based on which number has broken lines around it will help compensate by 
firing the adjacent nozzles more. 
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Clogged Nozzle 

 

 
 

Description 
A thin vertical line appears in the print direction as a complete absence of color. 
 

Cause 
A nozzle in the printhead is clogged; either by debris, dried ink, or air bubble. 
 

Possible Solutions 
Running a Printhead cleaning routine from the maintenance utility will attempt to 
resolve the clog. 
Running a Printhead priming routine from the maintenance utility will drain and refill 
the printheads with ink. 
Performing a physical cleaning of the printhead will attempt to dislodge the debris from 
the printhead using the cleaning stick. 
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Debris on Printhead 

 

 
 

Description 
A thicker vertical line appears through the printed output in the print 
direction as a complete absence of color. 

Cause 
Multiple contiguous nozzles in the printhead are clogged by debris. 

Possible Solutions 
Running a Heavy Printhead cleaning routine from the maintenance utility will 
attempt to resolve the clog. 
Running a Printhead priming routine from the maintenance utility will drain 
and refill the printheads with ink. 
Performing a physical cleaning of the printhead will attempt to dislodge the 
debris from the printhead using the cleaning stick. 
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Wide Voids in Print 

 

 
 
 

Description 
Wide areas across one or more printheads are not printing. 

 

Cause 
The printheads are not correctly seated in the print module and data is being lost as a 
result. 

 

Possible Solutions 
Reseat the printheads by running the blade cleaner replacement routine in the 
maintenance utility up to the point of the printer turning off. Then, remove the print 
module cover and lift and close lever #1 in the print module a minimum of 3 times, 
ensuring the level is left in a fully closed/downward position. Replace the covers, turn 
the printer back on, and test print a nozzle check pattern after it enters a “Ready” state. 
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Changes in Density Due to Torque 

 

 
 
 

Description 
Horizontal lines of density change across the web. 

 

 

Cause 
Too much torque is causing the label roll to get pulled during 
printing. 

 

 

Possible Solutions 
Lower rewinder torque. 
Move the rewinder closer/further from the label exit. 
Ensure the rewinder is at the proper elevation. 
Ensure the rewinder is properly centered to the media. 
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Physical Smearing of Wet Ink 

 

 
 
 
 

Description 
Smear marks on media surface after printing. 

 

 

Cause 
Media is physically coming into contact with surfaces before ink is 
dried. 

 

 

Possible Solutions 
Handle media with care post-printing. 
Ensure media is loaded correctly and is flat while passing through 
the transport assembly. 
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Media Being Pulled at Label Exit 

 

 
 
 
 

Description 
Overlapping label content/shifting label content. 

Cause 
As the ink is being sprayed in the printer, the media moves faster or 
slower than intended and a print defect ensues. 

 

Possible Solutions 
If a rewinder is in use, ensure the rewinder is perfectly centered with 
the exiting media. 
Ensure the label exit is uninhibited. 
Lower rewinder torque. 
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Printhead Contamination 

 

 

Description 
Color-smearing occurring even in pure CMYK printed output after 
performing a physical cleaning. 

Cause 
Introduction of ink from one printhead into a different printhead 
with use of a cleaning stick has contaminated the printhead in 
question. 

Possible Solutions 
Perform a printhead priming and then immediately one or more 
heavy cleanings via the maintenance utility to flush the wrong ink 
out. 
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